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 ABSTRACT 
THE PALADIN SUITE: MULTIFACETED CHARACTERIZATION OF WHOLE 




University of New Hampshire, December, 2017 
 
Whole metagenome shotgun sequencing is a powerful approach for assaying many aspects 
of microbial communities, including the functional and symbiotic potential of each contributing 
community member.  The research community currently lacks tools that efficiently align DNA 
reads against protein references, the technique necessary for constructing functional profiles.  This 
thesis details the creation of PALADIN – a novel modification of the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 
that provides orders-of-magnitude improved efficiency by directly mapping in protein space.  In 
addition to performance considerations, utilizing PALADIN and associated tools as the foundation 
of metagenomic pipelines also allows for novel characterization and downstream analysis. 
The accuracy and efficiency of PALADIN were compared against existing applications 
that employ nucleotide or protein alignment algorithms.  Using both simulated and empirically 
obtained reads, PALADIN consistently outperformed all compared alignment tools across a 
variety of metrics, mapping reads nearly 8,000 times faster than the widely utilized protein aligner, 
BLAST.  A variety of analysis techniques were demonstrated using this data, including detecting 




As high-throughput sequencing technologies improve, the analysis of microbial 
community composition, function, and interplay has rapidly advanced. These marked 
improvements allow for important new capabilities across a wide range of biological applications.  
One common type of analysis, taxonomic profiling, provides insights into the role of microbiomes 
in human health (Qin, J. et al., 2010) (Cho & Blaser, 2012), soil ecology (Rinke, C. et al., 2013) 
(Hultman, J. et al., 2015) and environmental remediation (Fierer, N. et al., 2013).  Functional 
characterization provides a complementary set of techniques, including alternative methods of 
classification, as well as identifying the potential metabolic pathways present both in individual 
members of a microbiome, and across the entire community.  These techniques taken together also 
provide a foundation for more complex analytics, such as inferring horizontal gene transfer events 
and predicting symbiotic or parasitic relationships. 
Historically, the process of species identification has mostly focused on taxonomic surveys 
using a small number of phylogenetically informative DNA markers as determined by the 
taxonomy of the potential subject, examples including the small subunit of ribosomal RNA (Tap, 
J. et al., 2009) (Scholz, M.B. et al., 2012), cytochrome c oxidase subunit I, or the ribosomal internal 
transcribed spacer.  Though effective in some applications, this “DNA barcoding” approach often 
provides limited and ambiguous knowledge since microorganisms with similar or even identical 
marker sequences often differ significantly with respect to genomic content due to their 
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evolutionary history, and therefore may have vastly different functional roles in their environment 
(Sentausa, E., Fournier, P.E., 2013).   
Profiling of microbial communities based on Whole Metagenome Shotgun (WMS) 
sequencing data instead attempts to catalog all sequenced genes present in a community.  Whereas 
amplicon markers infer taxonomic identity based on a small number of sequences representing a 
tiny fraction of an entire genome, the WMS technique considers all possible genomic data, 
presenting a more complete representation of the species.  Each additional gene available for 
identification decreases the probability that a species is mischaracterized, especially those whose 
marker sequences are highly similar to those of many other species.  In this way, the resolution 
and reliability of identification is much improved, though with an incurred cost of larger 
sequencing runs, and additional compute resources required due to the increased amount of 
sequenced data subject to processing. 
The process of identifying these DNA, RNA, and amino acid reads is performed via 
sequence alignment, in which individual reads or assembled contigs are matched by their textual 
character representation to an annotated database.  As with any lookup, the overall effectiveness 
of the operation is limited to the completeness of the reference.  This limitation is significantly 
magnified when considered in biological contexts, as genomic references are inherently 
incomplete; not only are a small subset of all existing species catalogued, even these references 
are necessarily out of date, as changes incurred due to replication and recombination throughout 
the evolutionary process constantly give rise to new haplotypes and genomes. 
As detailed in chapter two, one strategy to ameliorate these shortcomings involves aligning 
at the protein level, rather than utilizing nucleotides.  While a selection of protein alignment tools 
currently exist and are widely used, virtually all suffer from remarkedly poor performance when 
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compared to their nucleotide alignment counterparts.  Because of this, using protein alignment 
with typical computational resources for WMS reads often results in unfeasibly long runtime 
requirements; common read counts in the hundreds of millions can result in estimated decades of 
necessary execution time.  PALADIN (Protein Alignment and Detection Interface) addresses these 
performance restrictions, combining the effectiveness of a protein aligner with the performance of 
a nucleotide mapper.  The associated experiments were designed to first confirm the premise that 
protein alignment results in greater accuracy over comparable nucleotide alignment for limited 
reference databases, and then gauge the correctness and performance of PALADIN against a group 
of functionally similar protein alignment tools using empirically obtained reads.   
While sequence alignment is a near universal component in bioinformatics, providing the 
underlying framework for a wide range of analytical operations, it conveys limited information 
per se.  Semantics and ontological characterization are instead generally performed via higher 
order operations that evaluate alignment data in domain and context specific ways.  With this in 
mind, PALADIN presents new opportunities for downstream analysis based upon protein 
alignment, such as predicting symbiotic relationships and functional grouping.  The development 
of these tools is outlined in further detail in chapters three and four, with primary focus placed on 
the implementation details of tools involving the detection of gene loss and horizontal gene transfer 
events.  Testing and analysis of this latter application was performed using a virtual environment 
that simulated speciation events using both vertical and horizontal gene transfer at specified rates.  
Detailing the current capabilities of the PALADIN suite of tools also helps to illustrate the future 
potential for what is possible with an efficient protein alignment framework.   
Lastly, due to the vast amount of data and the complexity of the analysis involved, the 
practical details of logistics and usability of bioinformatics pipelines is a significant concern.  The 
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final set of tools that comprises the PALADIN suite of applications focuses on the holistic user 
experience, accounting for the expected methods to be employed, types of data to process, and 
computational environment to be used.  As the quantity of reads in a set is typically large, 
scalability is an important aspect of promoting the long-term sustainability of the PALADIN as a 
practical tool.  Accordingly, chapter four also details the incorporation of automation, 
customization, and HPC functionality into the set of tools. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2 RAPID PROTEIN-BASED ALIGNMENT 
2.1 Introduction 
One of the central problems underlying many branches of modern biochemistry is the issue 
of efficient characterization.  These fields of study, including molecular biology, genomics, and 
immunology, attempt to describe and predict features by evaluating data that is often based upon 
vast numbers of physical characteristics and chemical reactions. While the effects of these 
processes may produce simple phenotypic results, or interact in ways that can be easily assayed 
without the involvement of computational resources, contemporary biology regularly requires a 
much more granular level of detail to account for all the attributes relevant to addressing a 
particular issue.  Data acquired to this degree is so large and complex as to require computational 
analysis.   
In the field of genomics, the focus of characterization is placed upon identifying the 
information content represented by molecular sequences, be they DNA, RNA, or proteins.  With 
known genomes ranging up to 150 billion base pairs in size, the necessity for designing appropriate 
algorithms capable of parsing and matching strings of extreme length becomes apparent.  
Hardware resources alone cannot be the sole focus, as software that executes with higher time 
complexity will not complete in reasonable timeframes regardless of architecture when processing 




With the exception of viruses and the hypothetical “RNA World” of early Earth, all species 
carry DNA and participate in the transcription and translation process.  Accordingly, all three types 
of molecules readily present themselves as targets for acquiring information about the organism.  
Given the relative equal technical capability to query these data sources through sequencing and 
alignment, the question then becomes one of comparing the type of information and level of detail 
conveyed by each class of molecule. 
 
2.2.1 Characteristics of Nucleotide Alignment 
As nucleotides not only serve as the template for proteins, but also map onto the set of 
amino acids in a many-to-one relationship, nucleic acids represent a more granular, atomic level 
of representing unique information about a species.  Additionally, unlike proteins which are a 
result of the translation process, nucleotides may represent non-coding data as well, making them 
a more complete source of data.  For this reason, nucleotide alignment becomes the most effective 
option for taxonomic identification, in which the inherently elevated level of sensitivity allows 
differentiation in scenarios of high sequence similarities, such as between haplogroups, closely 
related species, or conserved regions. 
 
2.2.2 Characteristics of Protein Alignment 
Conversely, though proteins are the products of a reductive encoding process in which 
information is lost from the nucleotide level, the structure of the protein itself represents functional 
information that is dependent only upon the amino acid composition, and not data unique to the 
pre-translation nucleic template.  Given this, protein sequence alignment, though less sensitive for 
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taxonomic identification, becomes an effective option for functional characterization for two 
reasons.  Most directly, as proteins are the macromolecules that directly participate in metabolic 
pathways and form the basis of many biological functions, they are a prime candidate for 
constructing a functional profile.   
Secondly, the loss of information involved in the translation process itself becomes a 
strength in the presence of a limited alignment reference database.  As multiple distinct codons 
map onto a single amino acid, it creates an opportunity for protein sequences to align across 
multiple combinations of synonymous nucleotide triplets.  Because of this, different reference 
species with homologous functions, though potentially distinct at the nucleotide level, will align 
correctly at the protein level, allowing them to serve as a proxy for particular genes in the case 
where the actual genome being aligned is not present in the reference. 
Likewise, the natural processes that give rise to novel protein sequences do not occur in a 
figurative vacuum; they are the result of selective pressures that filter genetic mutations throughout 
the evolutionary process.  As many pathways are vital for the survival of an organism, sequences 
representing these functions tend to be highly conserved, with lower probability of viable 
mutations.  This results in low Ka/Ks ratios, in which synonymous substitutions are highly 
prevalent over non-synonymous ones.  These conserved proteins further increase the chances of 
meaningful functional alignment for limited references. 
 
2.2.3 Alignment Techniques 
Since alignment therefore represents such a critical step in both taxonomic and functional 
characterization, many software applications have been developed to fulfill this need.  The 
underlying strategies of many of these overlap, including implementing sequence seeding and 
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extension via two fundamental algorithms, Needleman-Wunsch global alignment (Needleman, S. 
B. & Wunsch, C. D., 1970) or Smith-Waterman local alignment (Smith, T. F. & Waterman, M. S., 
1981) .  However, these tools also differentiate themselves in performance and functionality in 
many important ways.  Though some of these design choices have historically been associated 
with either nucleotide or protein alignment by their respective authors, such a practice is usually 
not an inherent technical necessity, since string matching and calculation of edit distance is 
agnostic to the set of characters being considered. 
 
2.2.4 Design Differences 
One major differentiating factor between these tools lies in the seeding method.  Instead of 
initially comparing each character of the query string against those of the reference, aligners 
typically start by extracting substrings of an arbitrary length, identified as the “seed”, and perform 
matching using these strings, greatly reducing the initial search space.  This method of seeding 
also easily accommodates optimized indexing, allowing hashing or other lookup techniques with 
low time complexity to be constructed using these seeds.  The overall performance of an 
application is often primarily correlated to the efficiency of its seed indexing; older tools such as 
BLAST (Altschul, S.F. et al., 1990) that hash reads and attempt matches across the reference are 
often the slowest, while newer applications such as BWA (Li, H., Durbin, R., 2009), Bowtie 
(Langmead, B., Salzberg, S.L., 2012), and DIAMOND (Buchfunk, B., Xie, C., Huson, D.H., 2015) 
that index the reference using suffix arrays are significantly faster. 
Additionally, subsequent to the seeding process, extending and chaining these partial 
matches is implementation specific, with criteria differing for distance and scoring thresholds 
necessary to connect seeds.  Some of these attributes are often associated with user parameters that 
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can be altered to achieve comparable results between tools, but some are hardcoded within the 
source as an engineered aspect of the software.  Such parameter values are often chosen with regard 
to empirical evidence gathered in association with the type of data the tool is designed to 
characterize. 
Lastly, some differing design choices between applications reflect intended usage, shaping 
features such as input and output file formats, pre-alignment processing like gene prediction and 
nucleotide translation, included analysis of results, etc.  These aspects often become the basis of 
the tool’s classification, leading to categorization choices including “sequence aligner”, “read 
mapper”, “multiple sequence aligner”, “short-read sequence aligner”, etc. 
 
2.2.5 Historical Factors 
Though this range of techniques is available to perform alignment and calculate edit 
distance, the most efficient methods have only recently emerged in the field, and have been mostly 
confined to nucleotide alignment.  Many factors may have contributed to this, including the size 
of the bioinformatics development community and prior unavailability of necessary computational 
resources. Ultimately, this reality has resulted in BLAST being one of the few tools capable of 
performing the kind of protein and translated nucleotide alignment necessary for functional 
characterization.  Developed in 1990, BLAST is one of the oldest and most heavily utilized 
applications in bioinformatics.  Despite this, it is also one of the slowest due to the lack of efficient 
algorithms available during its implementation.  For this reason, a tool constructed upon a newer, 
more efficient framework capable of aligning nucleotides against protein references fulfills a need 
within the community.   
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2.3 PALADIN Theory 
Because these newer alignment tools use a variety of seeding and extension algorithms 
with subtle differences, the choice of which application source to use as a framework for 
PALADIN was not trivial.  Many technical aspects were considered, including which read length 
and sequence similarity each tool was best suited for, and the ease involved in converting the code 
to operate in protein space.  Additionally, heavily tested and peer reviewed tools with strong 
adoption rates in the bioinformatics community were preferred, ensuring a stable starting platform 
for PALADIN. 
 
2.3.1 Building Upon BWA 
Across each of these attributes under consideration, BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) 
makes an attractive option, and was ultimately chosen as the foundation for PALADIN.  Since its 
inception in 2009, BWA has been cited nearly 12,000 times, differentiating itself as a widely used 
tool in a space occupied by many alternatives.  Its level of usage ensures it is routinely 
benchmarked and tested, also resulting in software bugs being regularly exposed and patched.  
BWA’s designer, Heng Li, is a well-known and active player in the community, and is responsive 
to maintenance of the codebase.   
 BWA also performs very well in the high-throughput sequencing space where reads are 
typically confined within 100bp to 250bp in length, and interest lies in mapping to highly-
homologous references.  While the implementation details promoting this strong performance are 
outside the scope of this paper, a generalized explanation is necessary to understand PALADIN’s 




2.3.2 Burrows-Wheeler Transform 
 The strategy employed in indexing a reference database is one of the ways aligners can 
differentiate themselves, leading to significant differences in performance.  BWA bases its name 
upon the data structure it employs for indexing, specifically the Burrows-Wheeler Transform 
(Burrows, M., Wheeler, D. J., 1994).  Originally designed for use as a reversible data compression 
technique, the basis of utilizing the algorithm as a method for indexing lies in the matrix that is 
created during construction of BWT.  Specifically, this matrix is generated using all rotated, 
lexicographic orderings of the reference string terminated with a “$” character, resulting in a table 
where every possible suffix substring (up to the “$” character) of the reference is present as the 
start of one row in the matrix.  Figure 1 illustrates these orderings for a simple example reference 
with one such suffix substring highlighted.  Conceptually, use of this matrix could then be 





















1 m e t a g e n o m e $ 
2 e t a g e n o m e $ m 
3 t a g e n o m e $ m e 
4 a g e n o m e $ m e t 
5 g e n o m e $ m e t a 
6 e n o m e $ m e t a g 
7 n o m e $ m e t a g e 
8 o m e $ m e t a g e n 
9 m e $ m e t a g e n o 
10 e $ m e t a g e n o m 
11 $ m e t a g e n o m e 
 Suffix Substrings 
 
Figure 1: All rotations of the string "metagenome" 
 
 Performed directly in this manner, this strategy presents no performance gains over simply 
executing a naïve string search against the original reference.  Each row must still be searched 
against each character in the seed sequence, resulting in polynomial time complexity.  While 
inefficient for direct implementation, however, it serves as a conceptual foundation for 
understanding the remainder of the process. 
Using the rotation matrix, the BWT algorithm sorts the rows in lexicographic order, and 
stores only column L of the matrix, discarding the rest.  This column represents the Burrows 
Wheeler Transform itself.  Additionally, during construction of this sorted matrix, two arrays are 
built.  The first array, C[c] (Figure 3), notes the number of rows that contain a character in column 
F lexically smaller than the character c.  The second array, Occ[c, k] (Figure 4), notes the number 
of occurrences of character c in the first k rows of column L.  These data structures are collectively 
known as the FM-Index (Ferragina, P., Manzini, G., 2005). 
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 Sorted Matrix with BWT Column 




















 1 9 $ m e t a g e n o m e 
2  4 a g e n o m e $ m e t 
3 10 e $ m e t a g e n o m 
4 6 e n o m e $ m e t a g 
5 2 e t a g e n o m e $ m 
6 5 g e n o m e $ m e t a 
7 9 m e $ m e t a g e n o 
8 1 m e t a g e n o m e $ 
9 7 n o m e $ m e t a g e 
10 8 o m e $ m e t a g e n 
11 3 t a g e n o m e $ m e 
 Suffix Substrings 
 
Figure 2: Rotations lexicographically ordered 
 
 C[c] Array Values 
 c $ a e g m n o t 
C[c] 0 1 2 5 6 8 9 10 
 










Occ[c, k] Array Values 
 e t m g m a o $ e n e 
c \ k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
a 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 
g 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
m 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
t 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 
Figure 4: FM-Index Occ[c, k] array 
 
This data structure allows the algorithm to leverage a fundamental property: the “Last-to-
First” mapping, in which the row of any specified instance of a character in column L can be used 
to identify the corresponding row to which the same character instance is in column F.   
𝐿𝐹(𝑖) = 𝐶[𝐿[𝑖]] + 𝑂𝑐𝑐[𝐿[𝑖], 𝑖]    (1) 
Keeping in mind that the last character in a row preceded the first character in that same row in 
the original string (prior to the rotation operation), the LF function therefore allows for an iterative 
process in which each BWT character acts as a pointer to the previous BWT character, and may 
be used to iteratively reconstruct the entire original string, from back to front. 
 This process may also be used instead to match substrings with linear time complexity.  
Instead of starting the process of reconstruction using the end of the string token, the LF function 
may instead be given the final character in the seed sequence.  As the exact instance of that 
character in the reference is unknown, the FM-Index allows retrieving the range of all occurrences 
of the character, allowing the LF function to return set of all possible previous characters.  This 
process is then repeated for each previous character in the seed sequence, each operation occurring 
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in constant time, until the final LF lookup provides zero, one, or many valid reverse traversals, 
representing all possible locations in the original reference that match the seed sequence.  
 
2.3.3 Dynamic Programming 
Once these exactly matching seeds in the query sequence have been aligned to the 
reference, BWA then proceeds to extend this into an inexact, scored match using banded dynamic 
programming, a technique built upon the Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman alignment 
algorithms.  Dynamic programming alignment as typically implemented conceptually represents 
the construction of a matrix in which columns and rows represent alignment operations for each 
of the two sequences, respectively.  Execution starts in the upper-left corner of the grid, and each 
possible step to insert, delete, or match will iteratively advance the grid location down, right, or 
diagonally.  Each of these operations is rewarded or penalized a certain amount, and the next cell 
is set to the cumulative result.  As each cell has the potential of three previous cells providing a 
score, the highest value is kept, and a pointer from the previous cell is noted.   Finally, the 
maximally scoring path is compared against a minimum threshold, indicating if the alignment is 
considered successful. 
 An example alignment is seen in Figure 5.  After all cells to the left and above are 
calculated, the value of the upper-left blue cell would be decided by examining the scores of the 3 
previous cells.  The cell to the left of the blue cell would represent an insert gap in the “CCAAC” 
string, would penalize 1 point from the cell’s value of 0, giving a cumulative score of -1.  The cell 
above the blue cell would represent an insert gap in the “ACAAT”, would penalize 1 point from 
the cell’s value of 3, giving a cumulative score of 2.  The cell diagonal to the blue cell would 
represent a match between two “C” characters, would be rewarded 3 points to the cell’s value of 
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0, giving a cumulative score of 3.  As 3 is the greatest of these possible values, the blue cell’s value 
is set to 3, and a pointer from the diagonal cell is noted.  This process is then repeated for all 
subsequent cells. 
 
      Smith-Waterman Matrix 
   
  A C A A T    
 0 0 0 0 0 0    
C 0 0 3 2 1 0  Scoring Values 
C 0 0 3 2 1 0  Match 3 
A 0 3 2 6 5 4  Mismatch -2 
A 0 3 2 5 9 8  Gap -1 
C 0 2 6 5 8 7    
 
Figure 5: Smith-Waterman matrix with calculation steps and optimal path 
 
While this algorithm works for any two sequences, regardless of similarity, threshold 
parameters of any practical value are defined in ranges relevant to detecting homologies between 
sequences.  These similarities result in an inherent maximum number of affine-gap (insertion or 
deletion) events for a given sequence length.  Given this, the full alignment matrix does not need 
to be calculated, as the upper-right and lower-left corners represent the largest number of gap 
operations.  Instead, the matrix may be banded on the diagonal axis, confining calculation only to 
operations that could potentially surpass the minimum threshold value (Chao, K.-M., Pearson, W. 
R., and Miller, W., 1992).  When applied across millions of alignments, this small reduction in 
operations per alignment results in large overall performance gains for BWA.   
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2.3.4 Conversion to Protein Space 
To effectively characterize the functional nature of nucleotide reads, PALADIN relies on 
alignment that accounts for synonymous coding between the query sequence and the subject 
reference.  It accomplishes this through specialized preparation of the reference database during 
the initial indexing step, and multiple pre- and post-processing steps during the actual alignment 
process.  Though a cost is incurred for each additional operation, the overall execution time 
remains comparable to BWA, as fewer and smaller strings are compared for calculating edit 
distance.  These reductions are attributed to the protein sequence conversion process as outlined 
below. 
 
2.3.5 Reference Index Preparation 
Indexing the reference database is the first portion of BWA that requires conversion from 
nucleotide to protein space.  As the source of these protein references may vary depending on the 
type of analysis being performed, PALADIN supports three styles of input data.  The simplest is 
an actual protein database, in which each character is already an amino acid IUPAC, representing 
the finalized form.  In this case, no further processing is required.  This is well suited to large 
curated databases, such as the SwissProt and clustered UniRef references.  As these UniProt 
references provide such a good fit for metagenomic characterization, PALADIN includes 
functionality for automatically downloading and indexing these databases.  It also reformats the 
headers of cluster sources to allow quick identification of the representative species during 
alignment. 
Should the user wish to utilize a genome or transcriptome reference that has been 
preprocessed such that the sequence within the FASTA starts with the reading frame, PALADIN 
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simply translates these codons to the corresponding amino acids.  In addition to handling some 
workflows dealing with expressed sequence tags and cDNA, this method also serves to support 
other functions of PALADIN itself, as these types of references, generated as temporary files, may 
be retained during the alignment process.  This allows PALADIN to perform open reading frame 
detection and subsequently save the ORF sequences in FASTA files as future references. 
Lastly, PALADIN supports treating an annotated genome as a reference.  By supplying 
both the genome sequence, as well as an accompanying annotation, PALADIN parses each 
functional feature from the annotation, and extracts the corresponding gene from the genome, 
accounting for coordinates, sense, and phase.  Given these parameters, this sequence is then 
translated accordingly, providing the final protein sequence database.  This method works 
particularly well when the user wishes to target a single genome or chromosome for read mapping. 
 
2.3.6 Read Preparation 
While the indexing process need only be performed once per reference, preparation of the 
query sequences must be performed prior to each alignment run.   The final goal of this phase is 
to obtain protein sequences corresponding to the likely translation of each read.  With the indexed 
reference also in amino acid format, this ensures matching molecule types, enabling alignment and 
edit distance calculation.  This process is split across two steps per read: performing open reading 
frame detection, and translation to a corresponding protein sequence. 
 
2.3.7 Open Reading Frame Detection 
Due to the nature of how genes are encoded and laid out within each chromosome or 
plasmid, ORF detection is critical in translating only relevant nucleotides to proteins.  Specifically, 
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as only certain portions of a DNA strand encode for proteins, other sections including those that 
pertain to intergenic regions, transfer RNA, ribosomal RNA, and cis-regulatory elements must be 
filtered, as they do not provide the biological potential to directly result in protein expression.  This 
is especially critical in eukaryotic DNA, where intergenic DNA can represent up to 46% of the 
genome, and coding sequences can account for as little as three percent (Wong, G. K.-S., Passey, 
D. A., Huang, Y., Yang, Z., & Yu, J., 2000).  PALADIN therefore scans each possible frame in 
the read, looking for frames that do not contain a stop codon within a specified number of 
nucleotides.  This stage also accounts for user requested non-standard genetic codes, such as those 
utilized within mitochondrial and plastid genomes, by using the respective translation table to 
account for alternative stop codons. 
 
2.3.8 Translation Considerations 
For each read marked in this manner, all six frames are then translated using the appropriate 
translation table, and sent for alignment.  The choice to translate all frames and not just open 
reading frames results from the problem of hidden stop codon frequency.  While codons 
corresponding to many different amino acids can result in hidden stops, such as 31.75% in the case 
of vertebrate mitochondria (Seligmann, H., Pollock, D. D., 2004), this is directly affected by GC 
content and codon usage.  The complexity is further compounded by the increased probability of 
ORFs appearing on the antisense strand.  These two phenomena create the potential for multiple 
false reading frames per read, thereby decreasing the chance of a correct translation, and ultimately 
the correct alignment.  Instead, the detection of an ORF is only treated as an indication of bias 
across all frames caused by the presence of the correct reading frame.   
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Lastly, by processing all frames in this manner, the cascading effect of intragenic indels 
and sequencing errors is mitigated in cases where the frameshift appears early or late in the read, 
allowing the majority of one of the frames to match the reference.  In scenarios where repeated 
indel history has led to multiple framing errors, lower alignment scores are appropriate as these 
sequences are less likely to be functionally similar to the reference sequence in question. 
 
2.3.9 Maximal Alignment Filtering 
Subsequent to aligning all six frames of each ORF-biased read across all requested 
translation tables, PALADIN compares the alignment score of each competing frame per read.  
The highest scoring frame is considered the most likely to correspond to the correct reading frame, 
and is marked for final output in the SAM file.  The remaining frames are discarded, not only as 
they represent likely false reading frames, but also to retain the same number of alignments sent 
for output as the number of reads marked for input.  This behavior ensures the SAM file is written 
according to specification. 
 
2.3.10 Characterization Report 
Since the primary goal of PALADIN focuses upon building a functional profile from the 
given whole metagenome shotguns reads, importance is placed on presenting the user with relevant 
information in addition to the SAM alignment data.  When making use of a UniProt reference such 
as the SwissProt, TrEMBL, or UniRef databases, PALADIN aggregates the finalized results, 
grouping by each unique protein, and calculates the number of instances of each protein, 
abundance as percentage of total hits, average mapping quality, and maximum mapping quality.  
For each protein, a variety of attributes are downloaded from UniProt and integrated into the report, 
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including gene name, gene ontology terms, enzyme reaction codes, features, review status, and 
general comments.   
Additionally, accession IDs of cross referenced databases are provided, such as the Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), Pathosystems Resource Integration Center 
(PATRIC), and EMBL-EBI’s Ensembl.  These IDs may be used to obtain information not 
maintained by UniProt, such as metabolic pathways, protein-protein interactions, and a variety of 
pathogenicity attributes.  These services typically provide an API for obtaining information via 
accession ID, allowing full pipeline automation. 
   
2.3.11 Known Limitations 
Though PALADIN is more effective than nucleotide read mappers at constructing 
functional profiles, this is inherently at the cost of taxonomic identification sensitivity. The effect 
of translating nucleotides to corresponding amino acids results in a loss of information between 
synonymous sequences, increasing ambiguity in taxonomic differentiation.  Though not a 
limitation of PALADIN itself, this effect is further magnified by making use of clustered 
references, in which ambiguity is guaranteed past the percent similarity of the clustering algorithm.  
This loss in sensitivity caused by clustered references may be mitigated via a “declustering” 
process as outlined in section 4. 
Finally, as this underlying strategy employs pairwise alignment and relies on amino acid 
sequence similarity, PALADIN is not well-suited for detecting remote homologies where 
structural similarity exists between highly divergent sequences.  While this is true for all Smith-
Waterman alignment, banded dynamic programming algorithms are especially ill-suited for 




By necessity, PALADIN is implemented in the same language as BWA, C.  It utilizes the 
zlib and curl libraries for opening gzip files and performing HTTP requests, respectively.   POSIX 
threads are used for performing concurrent alignment.  In addition to the threading model, both 
BWA and PALADIN use the unistd header and require POSIX.1 compliance.  While this 
configuration supports the majority of modern operating systems such as Linux and macOS, all 
versions of Windows subsequent to NT 4.0 require the separate installation of a POSIX subsystem, 
such as Cygwin, MinGW, or Microsoft’s Services for UNIX. 
 
2.4.1 Conversion of Memory Operations 
Though a significant amount of additional pre- and post-implementation is necessary to 
perform multi-frame nucleotide alignment against protein references, the actual seeding and local 
alignment algorithms used by BWA are agnostic to both the cardinality and composition of the 
character set being used.  This makes transitioning these portions of the framework from 
processing nucleotide to amino acid IUPAC characters relatively straightforward, though time 
consuming due to BWA’s implementation in the C programming language. 
As C offers direct manipulation of memory with no safeguards, it provides the potential 
for very tight and efficient routines.  This comes with the cost of placing responsibility on the 
programmer to safely and correctly maintain all data structures.  For routines using hardcoded 
values to optimize the dereferencing or processing of a collection of objects, careful analysis is 
required to ensure a correct understanding of all memory handling.  The conversion from 
nucleotide to protein alignment chiefly consisted of altering structures originally designed to 
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address 4 values to at least 20 values, representing the number of amino acids synthesized 
naturally.  In reality, a number of additional values are also necessary to accommodate ambiguous 
IUPAC characters that align to multiple amino acid codes. 
Compounding this issue, the majority of the BWA source was written as a 32-bit 
application, with 64-bit support added later as a separated, distinct pathway within the program.  
In the interest of implementation time constraints, maintainability, and sustainability, the choice 
was made to refactor the 32-bit BWA code to use 64-bit data structures instead of transitioning the 
existing 64-bit framework to index a higher cardinality of values.  This gave the added benefit of 
reducing the size of the indexing portions of the code, and conveying a uniform experience to the 
user, which had previously been different during 64-bit operation on indexes where the associated 
BWT exceeded 4GB. 
 
2.4.2 Converted Data Structures 
Four key BWA data structures and their supporting functions were targeted for conversion.  
The first is the array responsible for packing ASCII based IUPAC characters into binary 
representation.  As nucleotides are comprised of one of four possible values, each can be encoded 
as two bits, allowing for efficient packing of four nucleotides within a single byte.  Amino acids 
instead require a minimum of five bits for 32 distinct values, which not only eliminates the 
possibility of single byte packing, but also changes all associated binary operations.  While 
reimplementing as a memory efficient 40-bit wide word is possible, the choice was made to favor 
reduced processing complexity over memory consumption.   
Once this data has been packed into binary format, it is used during the indexing process 
in conjunction with the next data structure to be converted, the FM-Index.  As both terms in the 
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FM-Index mapping equation refer to an array containing the number of occurrences of each 
possible character in the set, these and all associated bitwise operations were adjusted from 
assuming a constant cardinality of 4 to a variable size, creating a more dynamic version of the 
algorithm.  While the first term in the mapping equation only refers to a single array maintained 
separately, the second term refers to a series of arrays that are included inline within the packed 
binary sequence, spaced using a constant interval.  This process of generalizing functionality to a 
variable number of distinct values involved changes to both the initial allocation of the heap 
segment and subsequent dereference operations.  As this allocation is also subject to surpassing 
the 4GB barrier for larger reference databases, all array indexes and pointers were transitioned 
accordingly. 
Though changes to indexing represent the majority of the conversion process, two other 
data structures used during alignment were also adjusted.  Each step in the banded Smith-
Waterman algorithm scores one character against another, be it an actual IUPAC or gap.  To 
accommodate this, BWA implements the scoring matrix as a two dimensional array, where the 
row and column headers refer to each character, and cells represent the score or penalty between 
each combination of characters.  This was converted from a fixed five-by-five to a dynamic N-by-
N matrix.  Lastly, the reverse lookup array for converting packed binary values back into their 
ASCII values during final output was also converted from fixed to dynamically sized. 
Third party tools designed to detect memory leaks, buffer overflows, and access violations, 
such as Valgrind, were essential for verifying the success of resizing of any particular structure.  
Coupled with unit testing for typical and edge cases, memory testing was run after each change, 
with extra care applied for operations involving indexes larger than 4GB. 
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2.4.3 Reference Metadata 
In order to account for phases of alignment processing that are only possible for certain 
types of references, including the extended characterization report that is dependent on a UniProt 
reference, PALADIN begins index preparation by creating a metadata file that records potentially 
relevant information about the reference itself.  In addition to some information relating to 
experimental features, this file contains two fields that are verified during each alignment run. 
The first field records the version of PALADIN used to index the reference.  This precedes 
any other field in the metadata file, and ensures that backward compatibility can be maintained 
should future versions of the software change the number, order, or format of the metadata fields.  
Additionally, PALADIN contains logic for checking index compatibility, which allows the 
program to exit gracefully should a user attempt to align against a structurally incompatible 
reference created with an older version of the application.  The current version of the program is 
defined in a C header by major, minor, and revision numbers, and must be maintained by the author 
during each update. 
The second relevant field records if the reference was only indexed, or also went through 
the UniProt preparation process.  While PALADIN supports three styles of references mentioned 
in section 2.3.5, and can create a SAM alignment for any of these, it only supports creating an 
extended characterization report if the reference is a UniProt protein database.  This is necessary 
as the report data is obtained from UniProt by querying UniProtKB accession IDs, which are 
included in the headers of all UniProt database FASTA files.  Lastly, for these references, 
PALADIN also notes if the database contains individual (SwissProt/TrEMBL) or cluster (UniRef) 
sequences, as the FASTA headers differ, and must be parsed separately. 
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2.4.4 Processing General Feature Format Annotations 
Though two styles of supported references, proteins and transcripts, require little 
preprocessing apart from translation in the latter case, full chromosome DNA sequences require 
additional processing to extract the necessary coding sequences.  To accommodate this, PALADIN 
requires the user to provide an annotation file in Ensembl’s General Feature Format (GFF), a 
widely used format that may easily be converted into other annotation file types including 
GenBank and ASN.1. 
The GFF format represents a tabular annotation report, with each line describing a different 
feature within the entire sequence.  These are categorized by a human readable descriptor 
indicating whether the feature is a CDS, mRNA, UTR, etc. PALADIN filters these entries for 
functional regions as marked by the CDS type, and then translates the corresponding nucleotide 
subsequence to a protein sequence via the coordinates, sense, and phase fields of the GFF.  For 
genes encoded on the antisense strand, the translation process accounts for coordinates and codon 
translation in a reverse complementary manner. 
 
2.4.5 Translating Non-Standard Genetic Codes 
During the ORF detection and translation process, PALADIN searches for stops and 
performs codon lookup using an array of amino acid IUPAC characters arranged as an ordered 3 
base-4 digit (6 bit) numbering system, allowing a nucleotide triplet to directly dereference the C 
array via its corresponding base 10 value.  Existence of an open reading frame is determined by 
the absence of the stop character “*” as returned from this lookup, while the remaining ASCII 
values represent the actual amino acid IUPAC character. 
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To address the necessity of detecting and translating frames encoded by a non-standard 
genetic code, including the yeast, vertebrate and invertebrate mitochondrial codes, multiple lookup 
arrays are arranged as a single multidimensional array.  Each subarray is ordered by the 
corresponding NCBI translation table ID, allowing the user’s input to directly dereference this 
array with no additional lookups.  As the amount of character data contained within these arrays 
is large and prone to developer input error, a supplementary Python script is used to parse the 
NCBI genetic code definition file in the modified ASN.1 format, and produce the C declaration of 
the corresponding 25x64 multidimensional character array.  The Python script also creates an array 
of strings containing the descriptions of each translation table, which is provided to the user in the 
program’s help output.  Though a rare occurrence, should empirical evidence lead to the change 
or creation of new translation tables in the future, this script may be re-run to update the PALADIN 
source with the newest genetic codes. 
 
2.4.6 Denoting Maximal Alignment 
To prepare for the maximal alignment filtering step, PALADIN prepends three fields to 
the header of each protein sequence translated from the ORF-biased read.  The first field represents 
the unique read index, which is a counter incremented by one for each read in the FASTQ file.  
The second field is another such counter designating the ORF index, supporting experimental 
functionality of detecting more than one ORF per read.  The last field encodes for both frame and 
translation table; the value modulo six designates the frame, while the value divided by six 
designates the translation table.  In this way, PALADIN can compare all frames to determine the 
maximal alignment score by considering all alignments sharing the same first two fields. 
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As these values are kept within the query headers present in the SAM file, the user can also 
make use of them for comparative analysis to establish a correlation between the optimal 
translation table and an independent variable, such as reference database or parameter values.  This 
practice is valuable for evaluating the effectiveness of utilizing different translation tables when 
characterizing mitochondrial and other non-nuclear genes. 
 
2.4.7 Mapping Quality 
Following alignment, BWA calculates a mapping quality score representing the level of 
confidence regarding a correctly identified alignment subject (Li, H., Ruan, J., Durbin, R., 2008).  
Specifically, this value signifies the probability that a randomly chosen string of characters could 
have resulted in the same alignment score, given the current penalty values, query length, and 
subject length (Durbin, R., Eddy, S. R., Krogh, A., Mitchison, G., 1998).  The mapping quality 
calculation also accounts for suboptimal hits, and decreases the score in the presence of similarly 
scoring alternate subjects.  Accordingly, the presence of attributes that decrease the likelihood that 
a mapping happened randomly or ambiguously promote high mapping quality scores; these 
include long queries, high mismatch penalties, and low scoring suboptimal hits.  The base effect 
of these factors can be modeled by dividing the sum of the mismatch scores for the best alignment 
(Ab) by those of all suboptimal alignments (Ai): 
𝑄 = − log10(1.0 − 
10− 𝐴𝑏
∑ 10−𝐴𝑖𝑖
)     (2) 
As PALADIN operates on the set of amino acid characters, the probability of a correct 
match for a single randomly generated character in the set decreases from one in four to one in 
twenty, and the calculation is updated to reflect this.  While this indicates that an amino acid match 
intrinsically represents a higher confidence event than a nucleotide match, the amino acid itself is 
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generated from the translation of a nucleotide triplet, and therefore represents a lower confidence 
event in terms of length.  Coupled with other values that differ between the two types of 
alignments, the net effect on mapping quality is complex and noticeable.  However, these values 
generally mirror nucleotide quality due to a balanced combination of positive and negative 
changes.  
 
2.4.8 Generation of the Characterization Report 
For alignments utilizing a UniProt reference, generation of the characterization report is 
the final step in the post-alignment process.  The UniProtKB ID, present in each UniProt FASTA 
header, is used to retrieve characteristics about each protein from the UniProt web service using 
their REST API (UniProt Consortium, 2017).  These are first aggregated into a unique set of IDs, 
then submitted in a series of batches via HTTP POST to the web service, also specifying the fields 
to retrieve.  This process is executed across three steps per batch to comply with API requirements 
and UniProt staff recommendations.  Should any of these steps fail, the batch submission is 
repeated from the first step.  Continued repeated failures will cause the report generation process 
to abort. 
The initial step performs the actual POST of information, and receives a job ID in response.  
PALADIN then continually polls the API using this job ID, awaiting positive confirmation that 
the query execution has fully completed and the data is ready for retrieval.  Finally, a third UniProt 
address is sent the job ID and downloads the final data, completing the process.  As these steps are 
implemented using libcurl, the library’s proxy support is exposed to the user, supporting the HTTP, 
HTTPS, and SOCKS protocols. 
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2.4.9 Parameter Tuning 
Since each reward and penalty parameter contributes to the overall score of a local 
alignment, many of these were evaluated across a range of values to note the magnitude and 
direction of the effect.  Evaluated parameters include seed length, alignment score threshold, 
mismatch penalty, gap opening penalty, gap extension penalty, and clipping penalty.  Values 
resulting in global maxima were also noted and incorporated into the PALADIN source as default 
parameter values, reducing the burden on the user to derive these values manually.  As the interplay 
between parameters often results in complex relationships, each combination of possible values 
was evaluated and compared, resulting in an N-dimensional matrix. 
While the alignment score is easily accessible from the SAM output, this value itself does 
not directly represent the effectiveness of the process, and cannot be used to meaningfully evaluate 
how closely two sequences align.  This is readily apparent given an alignment example performed 
by specifying 0 for all penalties and scoring thresholds.  As these final scores, by mathematical 
necessity, will be greater than or equal to the minimum (non-negative) threshold, sequences with 
no similarity would be considered valid.  Instead, biologically relevant metrics were calculated 
against simulated reads with known composition.  These metrics include the percentage of proteins 
detected, the percentage of reads mapped, the average mapping quality, and gene ontology 
similarity.  These normalized values were then used to judge the effectiveness of each parameter 
value. 
 
2.5 Research Methods 
To evaluate the overall performance of PALADIN, three primary goals were established. 
The first was to confirm base functionality by verifying the simulated positive control reads 
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mapped correctly to the original six bacterial genomes.  Secondly, to contrast the effect of protein 
alignment against nucleotide alignment for comparable sequences, two types of comparisons were 
performed.  These included read mapping against a codon-degenerate nucleotide reference using 
NovoAlign (Novocraft Technologies, 2012), an aligner that supports matching ambiguous IUPAC 
characters; and standard nucleotide mapping using BWA, thereby reducing potential variables due 
to the mostly shared code base. For these tests, the well-curated UniProt Swiss-Prot database was 
used as the reference, with entries corresponding to the six bacterial genomes removed to ensure 
mapping was performed on function using homologs and not exact sequence. Lastly, after accuracy 
and efficiency of protein mapping was established against both styles of nucleotide mapping, the 
performance of PALADIN was compared with the popular conventional protein alignment 
algorithm, BLASTX, as well as three more recent alternatives. 
 
2.5.1 Establishing a Positive Control 
The control set was generated as 250 base pair paired-end reads using an Illumina error 
model for six well-annotated bacterial genomes (Pseudomonas fluorescens, Escherichia coli, 
Acidovorax avenae, Micrococcus luteus, Halobacillus halophilus and Staphylococcus 
epidermidis) using the read simulation package ART (Huang, W., Li, L., Myers, J.R., Marth, G.T., 
2012). These reads were then pooled to create a mock-metagenomic dataset. As ART includes 
position indices of the generated read relative to the original reference within each FASTQ header, 
a Python script was developed that links each read to its corresponding CDS entry within the 
respective reference genome's GFF annotation, and record the corresponding GO terms for each 
entry using cross-referenced identifiers. This allows additional scripts to determine if a read was 
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correctly mapped, generate the ontology terms for each associated gene, and populate the read 
graph for Jaccard similarity calculations performed in subsequent tests.  
With this source information pre-established, the combined reads were mapped using 
PALADIN against a reference consisting of the protein sequences corresponding to the CDS 
entries of the six original genomes.  For comparison purposes, the nucleotide versions of these 
sequences were processed by BWA and NovoAlign in a similar fashion. 
 
2.5.2 Evaluating Accuracy of Functional Mapping 
By leveraging prior knowledge about the genes corresponding to the simulated reads, the 
functional accuracy of mapping was evaluated using four metrics—percentage of reads mapped, 
average mapping quality, Jaccard similarity coefficient (Jaccard, P., 1901), and the number of 
unique proteins found in Swiss-Prot.  
To calculate the similarity coefficient, reads and their corresponding aligned targets were 
functionally characterized using the standardized Gene Ontology (GO) language. Each GO term 
represents a vertex within a graph formation where conditional edges join parent ontology terms 
tracing back to one of three root vertices: biological processes, molecular function, and cellular 
component. For each read and its matching Swiss-Prot entry, graphs were constructed by the GO 
term assignments directed back to their respective root vertices. Via this method, distance and 
overlap between two graphs quantify the functional similarity between two corresponding sets of 
GO terms. The ratio of the intersection and the union of both graphs was then used to determine 
the Jaccard similarity coefficient as an alignment accuracy metric.  Lastly, the number of unique 
proteins was determined based on each distinct Swiss-Prot ID the reads mapped to, filtered by a 
minimum mapping quality score. 
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While mapping mock reads to the well annotated Swiss-Prot database allows the accuracy 
to be assayed via the use of GO term similarity, it is a relatively small dataset with limited 
representation of both functional and taxonomic breadth. A more ideal reference would be the 
UniRef90 database which contains taxonomically diverse sequences clustered at 90% sequence 
identity. In a process identical to the simulated method, DNA reads of three published WMS 
datasets from different environments were mapped to a large subset of proteins within the 
UniRef90 using PALADIN, and were also mapped to the corresponding nucleotide reference 
sequences using BWA. Results were then analyzed for all metrics except similarity, which requires 
prior knowledge of all genomes within the read set. 
 
2.5.3 Comparing Performance 
To contrast the differences in computational efficiency between PALADIN and 
conventional protein alignment tools, two data sets were mapped against the UniRef90 using 28 
cores on a high-end workstation.  The first set consisted of nearly 240,000,000 reads, while the 
second consisted of 1,000,000 reads. Using the smaller read set, tests were run using three recently 
developed BLAST alternatives: RAPSearch2 (Zhao, Y., Tang, H., Ye, Y., 2012), DIAMOND 
(Buchfunk, B., Xie, C., Huson, D.H., 2015), and Lambda (Hauswedell, H., Singer, J., Reinert, K., 
2014). Due to obvious constraints in execution time, 8,000 of these sequences were further 
extracted and aligned with BLASTX (Altschul, S.F. et al., 1990). Each test was performed using 
the same hardware environment, thread count, and resource availability. Because the associated 
class of dynamic programming algorithms execute with linear time complexity, effective 
alignment efficiency was calculated for each solution by first subtracting the time involved in 
loading the indexed reference, then dividing the remaining time by the number of reads processed.  
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To ensure performance was evaluated at equivalent levels of sensitivity and accuracy, two 
metrics were calculated for each aligner. The first metric linked each read PALADIN successfully 
aligned, filtered by a mapping quality threshold, to the corresponding alignment reported by the 
comparison tool, noting the percentage where both detected proteins were in consensus. This 
ensured that reads mapped with high probable accuracy matched between both tools. The second 
metric demonstrated the relative lower quality of the remaining alignments made by the 
comparison tool that were either marked as low quality by PALADIN, or not successfully aligned 
by PALADIN due to low scores or ORF detection removal.  Because none of the tested aligners 
populate the SAM MAPQ field, it was not possible to perform a direct comparison of mapping 
quality values.  Instead, the bit score was used to represent quality. The mean bit score was noted 
for all consensus alignments, and for all alignments PALADIN did not map, with the difference 
of the two representing the base-2 magnitude of difference in quality. Lastly, this value was 
converted into a base-10 order-of-magnitude score, illustrating the lower alignment quality of 
reads left unmapped by PALADIN: 
𝑆 = log 2(𝑎−𝑏)    (3) 
where a and b represent the respective mean bit scores of the consensus reads and the unaligned 
reads.  In the case of unaligned reads, only the highest scoring alignment per read was aggregated 
in calculating the average. 
 
2.5.4 Applicability of Prior Work 
In addition to the applications tested, many alternative alignment tools with documented 
efficiency gains were considered, but did not meet the criteria for comparison. The most common 
attribute restricting read mappers was an inability to query nucleotide sequences against 
degenerate or protein references. Similarly, though many BLAST competitors are available, most 
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do not allow for directly comparing performance. USEARCH and UBLAST (Edgar, R.C., 2010) 
are only provided for free as 32-bit applications, and are unable to index the UniRef90 due to 
database size. VSEARCH (Rognes, T., Flouri, T., Nichols, B., Quince, C., Mahé, F., 2016), 
documented as a competitor to USEARCH, does not support amino acid sequences. BLAT (Kent, 
W.J., 2002) does not support the BLASTX combination of 6-frame DNA queries against protein 
references. PAUDA (Huson, D.H., Xie, C., 2014) internally maps nucleotide sequences via 
Bowtie2 (Langmead, B., Salzberg, S.L., 2012) and does not perform true protein alignment. 
 
2.6 Experimental Results 
2.6.1 Nucleotide Alignment vs. Protein Alignment 
As expected, when mapping reads to the genomes they were derived from during the 
positive control phase, PALADIN, NovoAlign, and BWA all map with high accuracy, yielding 
respectively 93.39%, 91.65%, and 86.23% of these reads correctly mapped (Table 1). Similarly, 
all three aligners reported high mapping quality scores, further suggesting correct alignment. 
While both PALADIN and BWA also aligned the majority of reads, the poor performance of 
NovoAlign for this metric appears to suggest that while it accepts degenerate bases in the reference, 
a penalty is incurred during alignment due to ambiguous IUPAC characters. 
 
Table 1. Establishing a positive control 
 BWA NovoAlign PALADIN 
Reads mapped %  96.02 36.39 98.00 
Correctly mapped % 86.23 91.65 93.39 
Mapping quality (60) 58.67 59.84 59.11 
Detected proteins 20461 21889 22127 
 
Positive control was established by aligning the simulated reads against the coding regions of the 
original six test genomes. Percentage of reads correctly mapped and mapping quality were used to 
demonstrate algorithm and method correctness.  Quality scores are calculated using the Phred scale, 
with 60 representing the highest level of confidence.  
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When the ability of PALADIN to map mock metagenomic reads to the Swiss-Prot database 
was tested, it detected 7,855 unique proteins compared to 6,314 (BWA) and 2,265 (NovoAlign). 
Additionally, both percent of reads mapped and similarity scores were higher in PALADIN (Table 
2). While NovoAlign did score higher in average mapping quality, this was aggregated across a 
dramatically smaller percentage of mapped reads, at 0.56%. Similar patterns in detected protein 
counts and mapped percentages were also found in all three empirical sets (Table 3). These results 
suggest that mapping in protein space as implemented in PALADIN is a more accurate method of 
establishing a functional profile than existing nucleotide solutions. 
 
Table 2. Mapping efficiency against filtered Swiss-Prot 
 BWA NovoAlign PALADIN 
Reads mapped %  19.79 0.56 25.65 
Similarity index 0.81 0.81 0.85 
Mapping quality (60) 25.21 54.51 25.88 
Detected proteins 6314 2265 7855 
 
Mapping efficiency against the filtered Swiss-Prot database using simulated reads. Detected proteins 
were filtered for reads with 20 or greater mapping quality scores. Results showed an improvement in 
both quantity and functional accuracy when aligning in protein space with PALADIN. 
 
Table 3. Detected proteins mapped against the UniRef90 
Type Project BWA PALADIN 
Lung  Cystic Fibrosis Metagenome 60,296 40,251* 
Gut  HMP Core Microbiome  175,448 190,947 
Soil Merlot Microbiome 7,921 11,792 
 
Number of proteins detected for three empirical read sets mapped against the UniRef90: Lung 
(BioProject:PRJNA71831), Gut (BioSample:SAMN00037421), and Soil (MG-RAST:4520320.3), 
when filtered for reads with 20 or greater mapping quality scores. Note, the lower performance of 
PALADIN for the lung set is a result of the proteins being underrepresented in the filtered version of 
the UniProt90. Mapping against the full UniRef90 yielded 66,592 proteins detected. 
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2.6.2 PALADIN vs. Protein Aligners 
The difference in performance between PALADIN and the four conventional protein 
alignment tools was especially significant. In regard to the smaller data set, PALADIN completed 
execution in the least amount of time, mapping 1,000,000 reads in approximately 7 minutes (Table 
4). The next fastest, DIAMOND, finished execution in nearly 52 minutes. During the full test, 
PALADIN completed mapping the set of 240,000,000 reads over a period of 31 hours for an 
efficiency of approximately 128,000 reads/minute. Conversely, BLASTX aligned its subset of 
8,000 reads in 8.5 hours with an efficiency of about 16 reads/minute. Given the linear time 
complexity associated with BLASTX, we estimate that an execution run against the full dataset 
would take about 29 years, approximately 8,000 times longer than PALADIN. 
 
Table 4. Performance comparison for large read sets 
Read Count Aligner Effective Time (HMS) Aligns/min 
1,000,000  PALADIN 00:07:10 139,535 
1,000,000 RAPSearch2 32:54:59 506 
1,000,000 DIAMOND 00:51:42 19,342 
1,000,000 Lambda 04:46:23 3,492 
240,000,000 PALADIN 31:15:02 127,998 
240,000,000 BLASTX 250,000:00:00 16 
 
Performance evaluation of the three applicable BLAST competitors was performed against a 
1,000,000 read subset of the full 240,000,000 read set. To estimate the linear portion of alignments 
per second, the effective time reflects the difference between total time and the constant setup time 
of loading the indexed reference. Due to obvious time constraints in the case of the BLASTX 
comparison, alignment rate was calculated using an 8,000 read subset, from which the effective time 
was estimated. For this final test, the PALADIN was given the entire 240,000,000 set as a query. In 
both tests, PALADIN outperformed all other alignment tools. 
 
Accuracy tests also yielded consistent results between PALADIN and the conventional 
protein aligners (Table 5). For each read PALADIN mapped with high quality, all four tools 
aligned to the matching protein consistently, with consensus ranging from 96% to over 99%. For 
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reads reported by PALADIN as mapping with low quality, or those left unmapped, the four tools 
produced alignments with orders-of-magnitude worse mean bit scores than the consensus 
alignments, ranging up to a magnitude of 14.33 in the case of Lambda. Taken together, these 
metrics illustrate PALADIN's significant performance gains while continuing to maintain 
comparable accuracy with other protein alignment tools. 
 
Table 5. Accuracy comparison for large read sets 
Aligner Consensus % Bit Difference Quality Magnitude 
RAPSearch2  99.34 n/a* n/a* 
DIAMOND 96.36 45.38 13.66 
Lambda 98.85 47.62 14.33 
BLASTX 99.23 20.60 6.20 
 
Accuracy evaluation of the four protein alignment tools, calculated against the read sets outlined in 
Table 4. Consensus percentage indicates the portion of PALADIN mapped reads (filtered for a 
mapping quality score of 50) that matched the subject protein of the compared tool's alignment. 
Quality magnitude, calculated via the mean bit score difference, notes the significant decrease in 
alignment quality of reads left unmapped by PALADIN. Note, this calculation could not be 




3 PREDICTING ENDOSYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIPS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As the number of sequenced and annotated genomes continues to increase, molecular 
biology and associated fields are experiencing a long-term shift in focus between tools that assist 
in the initial characterization of newly acquired data, and those that perform complex downstream 
analysis upon existing curated data.  Radical reductions in high-throughput sequencing costs, 
coupled with the availability of compute resources with ever increasing processor core counts and 
memory capacities, have created an environment where sequence acquisition is far outpacing the 
needed exhaustive analysis of this data.  Since reducing the rate of gathering genomic data is 
obviously not the desired solution, focus must instead be placed upon developing software that 
addresses problems of greater complexity.  By increasing the availability of tools that automate 
tasks historically performed manually by researchers, the efficiency in which data is analyzed 
increases significantly. 
One potential area that could benefit from automation is predicting potential instances of 
symbiosis.  The practical applications supported by understanding these relationships are 
numerous.  In ecology, knowledge of the dependence and interplay between species helps 
researchers understand the effects of one population on another, or model specific trends in 
biodiversity.  For immunology, insights into the protein-protein interactions necessary for 
successful parasitic relationships are used to interrupt associated metabolic pathways.   
Evolutionary biology also relies on examining many aspects of symbiosis, including identifying 
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co-evolution between host and endosymbiont.  These examples represent a fraction of the fields 
that could benefit from such automated tools. 
 
3.2 Background 
Given the sheer number of types of symbiosis and scenarios which give rise to potential 
relationships, the ability to completely predict all such interactions purely from genomic data is 
seemingly impossible.  Many examples of mutualism involve a complex mix of micro and 
macroscopic activity that is difficult to directly correlate with proteomic and metabolomic 
evidence.  Further complicating the issue, even for known instances of symbiosis, quantifying the 
actual effects and closeness of one species to another can often be difficult, simply due to the 
number of external factors involved in biological fitness. 
Instead, this research attempts to utilize known typical characteristics between many hosts 
and their obligate endosymbionts to predict potential instances of such relationships in specific 
host-associated microbial communities.  Though this type of mutualism is very specific when 
compared to the wide range of other known forms of symbiosis, it is nonetheless especially 
prevalent and relevant.  Most insects, which account for about 95% of all known animal species, 
carry heritable endosymbiotic bacteria (Eleftherianos I, Atri J, Accetta J, Castillo JC., 2013).  
These communities are responsible for a wide range of biological functions, including pathways 
to promote digestion, providing key nutritional compounds, and potentially assisting in 
immunological response.  Important obligate endosymbiotic relationships can also be seen 
between legume root nodules and rhizobia; protists and a range of bacteria; and most significantly, 
between virtually all eukaryotes and the alpha proteobacterial mitochondrial precursors acquired 
during the theorized symbiogenesis event. 
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3.2.1 Characteristics of Obligate Endosymbionts 
A first step to finding common underlying biological trends to algorithmically exploit is to 
understand the scenarios that give rise to the obligate relationship.  In many cases, close physical 
proximity of an existing mutualism can lead to horizontal gene transfer from the bacteria to the 
eukaryotic host.  These transfers are thought to arise via conjugation mechanisms like type IV 
secretion systems (T4SS), in which the molecular machinery normally responsible for the transfer 
of macromolecules to other bacteria instead donates DNA to the host’s nuclear genome (Dunning 
Hotopp, J. C., 2011).  Successful insertion into a eukaryotic chromosome gives rise to a new 
avenue for expression of that gene, and thereby a secondary source of a potentially necessary 
protein for the original bacterial donor species (Nikoh N, McCutcheon JP, Kudo T, Miyagishima 
SY, Moran NA, Nakabachi A., 2010). 
Once these secondary sources exist to ensure fitness of the candidate symbiont, effects of 
two processes are then thought to cause extreme reduction in its genome size.  The most direct 
cause is simply the result of selection pressures on genes no longer necessary for survival.  More 
complex, however, are the effects of the process known as Muller’s ratchet (McCutcheon, J.P., 
Moran, N. A., 2011).  Normally in asexual populations, irreversible deleterious mutations are 
constantly acquired, though these negative effects are mitigated across a population through 
various forms of recombination.  However, opportunities for sharing of genetic material are 
physically reduced in the case of an endosymbiont, thereby leading to an accumulation of such 
mutations.  This results not only in suboptimal amino acids and less stable proteins, but also 
complete disruptions to coding regions due to changes in stop codon positions or framing.  
Together, these effects lead to an accelerated rate of evolution and a subsequent reduction in 
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genome size, with gene loss correlated to either preexisting or horizontally transferred genes 
present in the host.  Over time, this pattern often leads to an obligate relationship in which critical 
metabolic pathways present in the symbiont are dependent on host biosynthesis. 
 
3.3 Endosymbiosis Prediction Theory 
With these telltale patterns commonly observed across many instances of endosymbiotic 
relationships, three tasks make clear targets for implementation.  As one of the most striking 
characteristics of an endosymbiont is its unusually small genome size, the first step is to analyze 
this loss of genes relative to others in its clade.  The second step is to detect historical gene donor 
events from symbiont lineages to host lineages, especially those correlated to now missing genes 
in the bacterial genome, which further increases the probability of a mutualistic relationship.  A 
third metric for predicting an obligate relationship is to calculate likely enzyme participation in 
metabolic pathways or other empirically observed protein-protein relationships using genes 
present in both the potential symbiont and host.  Those genes necessary for bacterial fitness present 
only in the host, especially those that were likely originally donated from the symbiont, are 
probable indicators of an obligate relationship. 
 
3.3.1 Leveraging the Pan-Genome 
The first two steps for identifying loss and transfer of genes are subject to the same inherent 
problem of indirectly detecting missing information.  This is certainly the case for gene loss, and 
potentially so for transferred genes, as the typical method of looking for homologies involves 
sequence alignment between the bacteria and host.  Alignment in this scenario would be impossible 
as the sequence is no longer present in the bacteria.  Instead, it is necessary to construct a 
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phylogenetically derived pan-genome, with the rank and breadth of the clade calculated 
dynamically from parameters representing the desired sensitivity of the algorithm.  From this pan-
genome, core and accessory genomes representing the majority of clade members are then 
extracted.  By establishing this profile of which genes are typically present in the ancestors of the 
target taxon, it becomes a simple matter of taking the difference in sets to detect probable gene 
loss. 
In similar fashion, this method may also be employed against the host, thereby providing 
a set of genes typically present in its lineages.  Not only does this highlight genes that are new to 
the species when compared to close ancestors, but more importantly, can be used in conjunction 
with the symbiont’s pan-genome to find host genes that originated in the bacteria’s lineages.  In 
this way, each core and accessory genome becomes a phylogenetically based profile that can 
identify both gene loss and addition, and when used with other profiles, can illustrate potential 
horizontal gene transfer events.  A positive detection of transfer between the two profiles not only 
suggests an increased chance of mutualism, but also functions as a filter to isolate specific 
relationships within a metagenomic WMS read set containing many such potential partners. 
 
3.3.2 Inferring Phylogenetic Distance 
While a variety of methods exist to infer and construct phylogenetic trees, including 
Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Estimation, these operations are computationally expensive 
and yield excess data unnecessary to constructing the pan-genome.  An alternative is to estimate 
the genetic divergence between species by calculating the sequence similarity of each protein 
belonging to a protein family represented in both species.  These normalized similarity scores 
across all proteins are then averaged to represent a mean divergence between the two species.  
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Protein family membership itself is initially modeled upon each UniRef cluster, representing 
sequences within a similarity as determined by the clustering algorithm.  For example, as the 
UniRef50 is clustered for 50% similarity or greater, initial membership contains these sequences, 
from which subsets with greater similarity may be refined.  In addition to the significant increase 
in performance gained by using average distance over other costly inference methods, time is also 
saved by leveraging the protein clustering performed in advance by the chosen reference database.  
 
3.4 Implementation 
The endosymbiosis prediction tool, SymbioSearch, is implemented in Java 8, and tested 
using Python 3.  It utilizes the H2 SQL database engine for storing relational data, CD-HIT for 
simulated protein sequence clustering, and Clustal Omega for multiple sequence alignment, though 
each of these functions are application agnostic.  All empirical data, including protein sequences, 
clustering, feature annotations and related metadata are obtained from the UniProt Reference 
Cluster (UniRef) online database.  This choice was based upon quantity of genomic data, curation 
quality, well documented API, and reputation; the UniProt consortium is a global collaboration 
between three well known organizations: The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI), the 
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), and the Protein Information Resource (PIR). 
Development of SymbioSearch focuses on three primary components.  The first 
implements a database abstraction layer, serving as the underlying storage, query, retrieval, 
aggregation, and caching mechanism for the entire application.  The second component 
implements the process of constructing the pan-genome, extracting accessory genomes at the 
requested taxonomic rank, and calculating relevant gene transfer activity between the suspected 
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symbiont and host.  The last portion analyzes these genes of interest, querying them against 
metabolic pathway databases to search for likely obligate relationships.   
 
3.4.1 Database Abstraction Layer 
When possible, consideration is placed on design decisions reflecting abstracted data 
access operations from other parts of the application, both when acquiring data from external 
sources, and interfacing with the relational database manager.  This ensures that SymbioSearch is 
resilient to change in third party API, and may quickly be adapted to new external databases or 
SQL engines.  This design is implemented across three classes, one of which is abstract and must 
be subclassed. 
  At the lowest level, the Cache class is responsible for interfacing with the specific 
RDBMS being used.  Though SymbioSearch is packaged with H2, it utilizes JDBC to maximize 
compatibility with the largest number of Java compatible SQL engines, and may use any such 
driver, including Derby, MariaDB, MSSQL, etc. Upon establishing a connection with a database, 
it ensures the correct schema exists, and will create any missing tables and indices.  This eliminates 
the necessity for manual or specialized initialization procedures.  All indices are tuned to optimize 
the specific queries commonly used by SymbioSearch, and generally favor read over write 
operations, since table population happens rarely in comparison to query activity.  The Cache class 
also exposes the actual JDBC Connection object, allowing other components to run the necessary 
queries on the database. 
The Cache class creates three major tables within the database for use of the application.  
Two of the tables, ID_LOOKUP and SEQUENCE are populated at initialization time using data 
obtained from the external provider.  ID_LOOKUP defines the relations between the protein’s 
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accession ID, name, associated species, and cluster accession ID.  SEQUENCE stores the actual 
amino acid strings for each protein.  Lastly, the DISTANCE table is populated during construction 
of the pan-genome, and contains the distance matrices representing sequence similarity between 
all species within each processed protein cluster. 
The Datastore class provides an interface into the database abstraction layer to the rest of 
the application.  It is implemented using a singleton pattern, and holds the sole reference to a single 
Cache object.  As many database engines executing in embedded mode will not allow concurrent 
access, the choice was made to police all access through a single instance of Datastore.  When 
possible, common database operations not necessitating custom SQL queries are provided via 
wrapper methods. 
Lastly, ClusterSource is an abstract class representing generic access into an external 
protein sequence cluster database.  It declares abstract methods associated with the initial database 
population operations, and each subclass must override these with implementations specific to 
interfacing with the external data source.  It is then the responsibility of the particular subclass to 
perform the necessary transformation to save cluster related data in the expected tables and fields 
within the cache database.   
The current version of SymbioSearch makes use of the UniProt Consortium web services 
for external data, with interoperability implemented via a ClusterSource subclass, UniprotSource.  
The class populates the SEQUENCE table via the multi-FASTA format Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL 
files, with protein access ID parsed from each sequence FASTA header. The ID_LOOKUP table 
is then populated via a flat file database containing cross references of all UniProtKB related IDs. 
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3.4.2 Analyzing the Pan-Genome 
Since detecting extreme reduction in genome size and horizontally transferred genes are 
critical steps in predicting endosymbiotic relationships, extraction of the core and accessory 
genomes from the pan-genome is central to the entire application.  This process is performed by 
the buildProfile method, returning a resultant gene set common to members of the clade.  The 
method is supplied four arguments: the UniProt mnemonic code of the target taxon; the minimum 
percent similarity for deriving subclusters more restrictive than the base similarity of UniRef 
clusters; the threshold for the percent of clusters a particular ancestor taxon must be present in; 
and the threshold for the percent of ancestors a cluster must be present in to be considered in the 
pan-genome profile. 
The algorithm begins by enumerating all clusters containing proteins belonging to the 
requested taxon.  For each of these clusters, a multisequence alignment is performed, and the 
distance (similarity) is calculated between taxon and ancestor proteins contained within the cluster.  
This information is then cached in the database for increased future performance.  Each distance 
is compared against the requested threshold of sequence similarity, creating a set of protein 
subclusters. 
After all subclusters are constructed, the algorithm proceeds to enumerate each, counting 
the number of occurrences of each ancestor species.  The count across all subclusters is then taken 
as a percentage of the total number of subclusters, resulting in a value that indicates how well a 
particular ancestor is represented in the lineages of the subject taxon.  This value is then compared 
against the requested threshold specifying the minimum percent of clusters that must contain the 
ancestor.  The resulting set contains all relevant ancestors. 
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Lastly, the algorithm iterates across each ancestor taxon in the set, and performs a lookup 
to gather all protein clusters represented in each taxon.  The count of instances of each cluster per 
ancestor is then noted, which is then taken as a percentage out of the total number of ancestors.  
This value is then compared against the requested threshold specifying the minimum percentage 
of ancestors a cluster must belong to.  This final set of clusters reflects protein families likely to 
be present in the clade, the scope of which is determined by the specified threshold values.  This 
represents the pan-genome profile that can be used to determine the expected genes of a species, 
as well as the probable origin of a particular gene when used in conjunction with other profiles. 
 
3.5 Research Methods 
Since SymbioSearch is based upon detecting evolutionary histories in which a potential 
symbiont has undergone genome reduction and donated genes to the host, calculating successful 
detection of these events was used to evaluate the effectiveness of SymbioSearch.  Due to the 
variety of selection pressures leading to differing rates of advantageous mutations, the focus of 
testing was placed upon simulated evolutionary environments in which genomes were generated 
using a range of parameters, each corresponding to a major aspect of the evolutionary process.   In 
addition to correlating the strength of the algorithm to the particular combination of parameters, 
this method also allows definitive confirmation of a successful detection or any false positives, as 
the exact evolutionary history of the simulated genome was known.  The ability to perform a 
similar testing methodology with empirical data would prove especially difficult; while phylogeny 
can be inferred, an exact history of every mutation, gene loss, and transfer event simply cannot be 
obtained, or can only be estimated with lower certainty. 
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3.5.1 Generating Simulated Ancestors 
The process of simulating genomes across a wide range of associated parameters includes 
an initialization step and a variable number of repeated iterative steps.  Initially, a set of “root 
ancestors” each representing a distinct, completely divergent lineage is created.  Each such 
ancestor consists of a set of genes, represented as a string of randomly generated amino acid 
IUPAC characters.  Count of root species, gene count, mean gene length, and gene length standard 
deviation are exposed as user defined parameters. 
 
3.5.2 Simulating Speciation Events 
Subsequent to this initialization of the root species, each ancestor underwent a simulated 
speciation event, in which three possible actions were applied to each associated gene, with each 
action controlled by a respective probability score.  Iteratively, the process was then repeated for 
each newly generated species, with the count of speciation events per parent (width) and the levels 
of speciation (depth) controlled by user defined parameters. 
 
3.5.3 Simulating Selective Pressures 
   The first action subjects each amino acid within the associated protein sequence to one 
of four possible outcomes, also dictated by a likelihood value.  These possibilities include a point 
mutation resulting in a different character, a duplication resulting in repeated characters, or a 
deletion resulting in the removal of a character.  Lastly, the IUPAC character may be left 
untouched, representing no mutation, or a synonymous substitution that leaves the amino acid 
effectively unchanged.  
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The second action simply drops the gene from the genome, resulting in the next and all 
subsequent generations missing this coding sequence in its entirety from their respective genomes.  
Removal of the gene also inherently decreases the overall probability that this gene would be 
involved in a future horizontal gene transfer event, simply due to the reduced number of copies of 
some version of the gene present across all genomes. 
The last action causes a gene from a different lineage to be incorporated into the genome 
of the new species.  The focus was placed on transfers from divergent lineages during this 
experiment, as while the effects of transfers from the same lineage present some potential interest, 
the pan-genome profiling method would inherently perform poorly when differentiating between 
closely related species.  Instead, the scenarios of interest were limited to the most likely ones, in 
which the host and the endosymbiont were significantly divergent. 
 
3.5.4 Tracking Events and Clustering 
During each speciation and horizontal transfer event, the script also makes note of the 
gene’s full lineage history within the FASTA header, as represented by a colon delimited list of 
each previous genome the gene had vertically or horizontally transferred from.  Not only is this 
data critical for evaluating the success of SymbioSearch in detecting HGT events, but also served 
as an aid in debugging the correct operation of the simulation script itself. 
As the final step in the simulation process, after all speciation events have occurred and the 
FASTA file is fully populated, the script sends these sequences to the CD-HIT application for 
clustering, the same application utilized by the UniProt Consortium for generating UniRef 
clustered databases.  This results in a reference database compatible with SymbioSearch, while 
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still maintaining lineage data within the headers.  This entire process was repeated across a range 
of parameters. 
 
3.5.5 Parameter Values 
All genome simulations were initialized using 3 root species, across a width of 3 species 
and a depth of 4 levels, resulting in 39 genomes per simulation.  Root genomes were created with 
500 genes each, with a mean gene size of 200 amino acids, and a standard deviation of 75 amino 
acids.  Using these base parameters, each simulation was then varied across a combination of 3 
parameters: mutation rate, HGT rate, and gene drop rate, each using 10% step increments.  
Mutation rate was tested between 0 and 90 percent, HGT was tested between 0 and 50 percent, 
and gene drop rate was tested between 0 and 50 percent; each range was inclusive.  This resulted 
in 360 combinations of the 39 genomes, or 14,040 genomes total across all simulations, each of 
which inherited some number of genes from the starting 500 root count, adjusted for transfer events 
and losses during each speciation.   
While many of these values would be unrealistic in a natural biological context, they were selected 
using such wide ranges to establish trends in the effect of a particular parameter. 
For each simulation, SymbioSearch was tested across 3 parameters matching the filtering 
values used at each step in the pan-genome generation process: sub-cluster generation, ancestor 
selection, and final protein selection.  Each was tested using 10% step increments between 0 and 
90%, inclusive.  This resulted in 1,000 SymbioSearch executions for each of the 360 genome 
simulations, for a total of 360,000 tested combinations. 
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3.5.6 Evaluation Metrics 
For each of the tested combinations of parameter values, two species from different root 
ancestors were chosen as host and symbiont.  The pan-genome profile was generated for each, and 
each gene in the host cluster was tested to calculate a range of evaluation metrics.  In this manner, 
each metric represents an aggregate value illustrating the effectiveness of the pan-genome profiles. 
The first set of metrics simply recorded the actual number of values present in each 
simulation as dictated by the particular parameters used.  These were then used in conjunction with 
success/failure rates to produce the final percentages of how effective SymbioSearch was.  These 
values included the number of proteins represented in the host genome, the number of proteins 
from the host’s pan-genome profile represented in the host genome, the number of proteins from 
the symbiont’s pan-genome profile represented in the host genome, and the number of HGT events 
that occurred between the symbiont and the host.   
Metrics recorded from SymbioSearch calculated values included: the number of proteins 
in the host, symbiont, and both profiles; the number of correct host and symbiont profile 
identifications; the number of ambiguous host and symbiont profile identifications where the 
protein was present in both profiles; the number of incorrect host and symbiont profile 
identifications; the number of correct and incorrect HGT predictions; and finally the number of 
ambiguous HGT predictions where the protein was present in both profiles. 
 
3.6 Experimental Results 
Using the metrics derived from the results of each combination of SymbioSearch and 
simulation run, a number of visualizations were performed to demonstrate that the pan-genome 
profile was capable of identifying the phylogenetic lineage of particular genes, the process 
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necessary for identifying genome reduction and horizontal gene transfer events.  Additionally, 
these visualizations also highlight the overall effectiveness of the process for given evolutionary 
scenarios and ranges of SymbioSearch parameters. 
 
3.6.1 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation 
To first establish a general overview of the ability for pan-genome profiles to characterize 
the lineage of each gene, the correlation between the effectiveness of the host and symbiont profile 




     (2) 
where c and n represent correctly and incorrectly identified gene lineages by the profile, a 
represents the numbers of ambiguous genes that are present in both the host and symbiont profiles, 
and t represents the total number of genes actually present in the host genome.  In this manner, a 
positive effectiveness score represents a greater number of genes identified correctly over 
mismatches and noise, while a negative score represents the opposite. 
 To establish a correlation between host and symbiont profiles in relation to the simulation 
and SymbioSearch parameters, points were plotted with the x-value representing host 
effectiveness, the y-value representing symbiont effectiveness, and the particular parameter value 
represented by a color gradient.   These plots were repeated for each of the 6 parameters.  
Additionally, each plot was repeated without adjustment for ambiguous hits, illustrating the effect 
that noise has on each parameter. 
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3.6.2 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Mutation 
The simulation’s mutation rate has the clearest impact on the results (Figure 6).  Mutation 
rates on the high end of the spectrum (bright green) perform poorly in all scenarios, as these 
sequences rapidly diverge from the similarity necessary to cluster together, causing the production 
of many clusters with very few sequences each.  These small clusters result in smaller pan-genome 
profiles without the ability to correctly identify ancestors.  This is shown in the concentration of 
green points in the lower-left corner of the graph, indicating poor profile performance for both host 
and symbiont. 
Rates near 50% (dark green) cause many proteins to be present in both profiles.  This can 
be verified by plotting the same data without removing ambiguous matches (Figure 7).  Points 
previously in the upper-right quadrant migrate to the center of the graph after removing ambiguous 
matches, showing these points represent a balance of correct and incorrect matches, indicative of 
random noise. 
Mutation rates in the lower quartile (black) show a clear ability to perform well for certain 
combinations of SymbioSearch parameters, as illustrated in the upper-right quadrant of the graph.  
However, lower mutation rates also appear in other sections of the graph as well, indicating other 




Figure 6: Profile effectiveness by simulation mutation rate 
 
 
Figure 7: Profile effectiveness by simulation mutation rate (ambiguous included) 
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3.6.3 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Horizontal Gene Transfer 
The simulation’s HGT rate has differing impacts on the results dependent on the 
corresponding mutation rate (Figure 8).  For high mutation rates seen previously in the bottom of 
the two lower quadrants, a range of HGT rates are represented, indicating transfer rates cannot 
mitigate the impact of high mutation rates.  When coupled with lower mutation rates, high HGT 
rates are concentrated considerably in the lower-left quadrant, as seen in the diagonal, bright green 
cluster of points.  When examined in contrast with the plot including ambiguous data (Figure 9), 
these shifted points illustrate a presence of both erroneous and ambiguous profile identifications, 
indicating that high transfer rates result in so many symbiont genes being present in the host as to 
render the host profile unable to differentiate between the two lineages.  Transfer rates less than 





Figure 8: Profile effectiveness by HGT rate 
 
Figure 9: Profile effectiveness by HGT rate (ambiguous included) 
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3.6.4 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Dropped Genes 
The final simulation parameter, gene drop rate, seemingly has no noticeable impact on the 
results, as the full range of parameter values is heterogeneously distributed across both graphs 
(Figures 10 and 11).  Not only does this indicate that the pan-genome profile performs equally as 
well regardless of the number of dropped genes across the history of the lineage, but also allowed 
for one less variable to be considered during subsequent rounds of analysis. 
 




Figure 11: Profile effectiveness by gene drop rate (ambiguous included) 
 
3.6.5 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Distance Filtering 
Employing this same scatter plot to examine the effect of gene distance filtering on the 
pan-genome effectiveness is problematic (Figures 12 and 13).  This is rooted in each cluster 
starting at 50% identity in order to mirror the UniRef50 environment.  Accordingly, tested 
distances between 0% through 40% illustrate almost identical patterns, causing major overlap and 
a reduced number of shades of green displayed, thereby reducing the amount of information 





Figure 12: Profile effectiveness by distance filter 
 
 
Figure 13: Profile effectiveness by distance filter (ambiguous included) 
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3.6.6 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Taxa Filtering 
The filtering value used for the minimum percentage of clusters sharing the same species 
(taxa filtering) yields clearer results than distancing filtering (Figures 14 and 15).  Specifically, 
values closer to the center of the color gradient, near 40% to 60%, appear consistently in the upper 
right quadrant, indicating this range had the most positive impact on both the host and symbiont 
profile effectiveness.  Approaching either 0% or 100% significantly reduced effectiveness for both 








Figure 15: Profile effectiveness by taxa filter (ambiguous included) 
 
3.6.7 Host-Symbiont Profile Correlation: Protein Filtering 
The final SymbioSearch parameter tested was the minimum percentage of species 
containing the same protein to be considered a member of the profile (protein filtering).  While the 
graph presents some concentrated areas pertaining to different value ranges, many of these appear 
in multiple quadrants of the graph, indicating a definite but unclear relationship between this 
parameter and the overall effectiveness (Figures 16 and 17).  Like the distance filter value, this 




Figure 16: Profile effectiveness by protein filter 
 
 
Figure 17: Profile effectiveness by protein filter (ambiguous included) 
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3.6.8 Coarse Parameter Tuning and Dimensionality Reduction  
Having established multiple general correlations between both pan-genome profile types 
and most parameters, the next step in analysis focused upon reducing the number of parameters 
needed for consideration during the tuning process.  In addition to eliminating any parameters 
demonstrating little impact on overall profile effectiveness, this step also helped clarify visually 
ambiguous results from the scatter plotting process.  Box plots were utilized across an evenly 
distributed range of parameter values on the horizontal axis, while the vertical axis represents the 
effectiveness of both profile types, collapsed into a single value by averaging the two.  Outliers 
greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range were plotted as points, with partial transparency to 
illustrate the number of overlapping values. 
 
3.6.9 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Mutation 
The box plots continue to show that the simulation mutation rate causes the largest impact 
on the combined profile effectiveness (Figure 18).  Parameter values up to 30% consistently yield 
results of over 50% profile scores, with higher rates still occasionally performing well dependent 
on other parameters, as illustrated by outliers.  As all plots indicate simulation mutation rate to be 




Figure 18: Coarse parameter tuning by mutation rate 
 
3.6.10 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Horizontal Gene Transfer 
Like the mutation rate, HGT rate activity was also confirmed via the box plot method 
(Figure 19).  Though showing less of an effect when compared to the mutation rate, HGT rates 
still have a noticeable impact, with higher rates progressively resulting in degraded results.  These 
range from the possibility of 100% profile effectiveness when no HGT was present, to 50% 
effectiveness for 50% transfer rates.  However, as transfer events are a fundamental property that 
SymbioSearch is designed to utilize, higher rates must be considered.  For these reasons, this 




Figure 19: Coarse parameter tuning by HGT rate 
 
3.6.11 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Dropped Genes 
Though illustrating a slightly negative trend, the gene drop rate produces a much less 
noticeable impact when compared to the previous two simulation parameters (Figure 20).  Even in 
the case of a reduced third quartile for the 50% drop rate, many outliers perform slightly better 
than those at the 40% rate, further reinforcing that the overall effect of gene drop frequency was 




Figure 20: Coarse parameter tuning by gene drop rate 
 
3.6.12 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Distance Filtering 
The box plots helped clarify the ambiguity present in the SymbioSearch distance filtering 
parameter scatter plots (Figure 21).  Though all parameter values yield some positive results, those 
produced by filters smaller than the clustering distance are nearly identical, with the vast majority 
performing poorly, as illustrated by the entire column being comprised by outliers.  As the highest 
possible maximum values coupled with the highest average clearly result from a 70% distance 
filter, this parameter was subsequently dropped from further analysis. 
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Figure 21: Coarse parameter tuning by distance filter 
 
3.6.13 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Taxa Filtering 
As suggested by the scatter plot, the taxa filtering parameter value presents results similar 
to a normal distribution (Figure 22).  Though rates near 0% and 100% contain outliers capable of 
a positive combined result, the mean results of rates centered at 50% clearly perform better than 
rates on each end of the continuum.  As 40% and 50% yielded similar results, the taxa filtering 




Figure 22: Coarse parameter tuning by taxa filter 
 
3.6.14 Coarse Parameter Tuning:  Protein Filtering 
The box plots assisted in partially clarifying the range of results shown on the scatter plots 
(Figure 23).  Specifically, the mix of profile effectiveness seen across each protein filtering value 
is the result of an inverse relationship between the mean of the combined effectiveness and the 
outlier range.  At higher protein filter parameter values, the average effectiveness decreases, while 
maximum outliers increase.  Since this relationship does not provide a clear illustration of the 




Figure 23: Coarse parameter tuning by protein filter 
 
3.6.15 Parameter Balancing 
Though box plot analysis assisted in establishing an approximation of optimal parameters, 
the evaluation metric was based upon the average of the host and symbiont profile scores.  Not 
only does this method lose the specific score of each profile, but also fails to consider the 
effectiveness of detecting gene transfer events.  To address this, a transfer event metric was 
developed using the same methodology as profile effectiveness, in which the number of 
misidentified and ambiguous transfer events was subtracted from the count of correctly identified 
events, and then normalized to the total number of events.  Those parameters eliminated during 
the dimensionality reduction step were also removed from analysis.  This resulted in a total of 
seven dimensions under consideration: the three evaluation metrics (host profile effectiveness, 
symbiont profile effectiveness, and gene transfer event effectiveness), and four parameters with 
significant impact upon the results (simulation mutation rate, simulation gene transfer rate, the 
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SymbioSearch taxa filter, and the SymbioSearch protein filter).  Finally, a variety of plot types 
were considered, with special focus placed on those effective in visualizing highly multivariate 
data. 
Given these requirements, a heatmap was designed in which the axes represent the 
simulation parameters (Figure 24).  The graph colors are based upon two gradients representing 
the effectiveness of each profile score.  These gradients are mapped against the red and green 
channels of the pixel color for host and symbiont score, respectively.  This results in a heatmap 
where red illustrates strong host profile activity, green for strong symbiont profile activity, yellow 
where both perform well, and black where neither perform well.  Additionally, a circular glyph is 
drawn in each cell of the heatmap, with the glyph size illustrating gene transfer effectiveness. 
With five of the seven dimensions represented by a single heatmap, these are then arranged 
in a grid, in which the grid axes represent the SymbioSearch parameters, allowing all seven 
dimensions to be simultaneously visualized.  The coordinates of the grid with the largest number 
of yellow cells with large glyphs represent the SymbioSearch parameters that perform the best 
over the widest range of simulation parameters.   
Using this arrangement of heatmaps shows a taxa filter value of 0.4 coupled with a protein 
filter value between 0.4 and 0.6 performs the most effectively over the widest range of simulated 
environments.  However, though the circle glyphs provide a reasonable method of estimating 
transfer rate effectiveness, their size and resolution still yield partially ambiguous results.  A final 




Figure 24: Balancing SymbioSearch parameters against simulation parameters 
 
3.6.16 Parameter Fine-Tuning: HGT Detection 
With the SymbioSearch parameters established for optimal detection of host and symbiont 
profiles, the final step focused on visualizing transfer event detection, with the goal of fine tuning 
parameters to maximize HGT detection.  For this final plot (Figure 25), a scatter plot is again used, 
correlating host profile effectiveness (horizontal axis) to HGT detection effectiveness (vertical 
axis).  Symbiont profile effectiveness is dropped from this plot, as previous visualizations had 
shown a very direct correlation between symbiont profile effectiveness and HGT detection 
effectiveness.  Three colors of points are plotted, each representing a different protein filter 
parameter value (0.4, 0.5, and 0.6), and are confined to results produced from the optimal 
parameter values established in the previous analysis steps.  Lastly, a local polynomial regression 
(LOESS curve) is fitted to the data for each of the protein filter values.  
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As LOESS employs a nearest neighbor approach, the curve is well suited to illustrate all 
mostly-contiguous sections of well performing results.  Specifically, the right-most, widest local 
maximum represents the best performing parameter value for both HGT and host profile detection.  
Though difficult to discern from the heatmap glyph representation, the LOESS scatter plot clearly 
indicates that a protein filter of 0.4 is the optimal value for HGT detection, while the furthest point 
on the horizontal axis shows a parameter value of 0.5 is the optimal for favoring the best host 
profile detection.   
 
 
Figure 25: HGT detection fine-tuning 
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3.7 Future Work 
Using the knowledge of both the host and symbiont genomes, coupled with the origination 
history of each gene derived from the two pan-genomic profiles, it is possible to calculate pathway 
participation.  This potential future step in the process would detect pathways relevant to the 
bacterial species that can only be completed using enzymes produced by the host, resulting in 
likely obligate relationships.  When coupled with scenarios exhibiting genome reduction and 
horizontal gene transfer, this provides further evidence for an endosymbiotic relationship. 
 
3.7.1 Metabolic Pathway Participation Overview 
This pathway participation can be demonstrated by first using each individual gene as a 
lookup into curated metabolic pathway and protein-protein interaction databases, such as KEGG, 
MetaCyc, and STRING.  These queries return sequential lists of enzymatic reactions and resultant 
metabolites for any particular pathway.  Enzyme-catalyzed reaction codes may be dereferenced 
from the associated protein, resulting in a set of genes involved in each relevant pathway. 
In addition to using these gene sets to calculate bacterial pathways necessitating host 
synthesized proteins, the associated gene ontology terms may also be referenced to provide 
additional functional characterization. As each GO term represents a vertex within a graph of 
increasingly higher levels of ontological abstraction, membership within relevant subgraphs can 
be used as a further tool for highlighting proteins involved in the symbiosis.  For example, 
subgraphs contained within the biological process domain, rooted by housekeeping associated 
parent GO terms, could further increase the likelihood that the metabolic pathway comprised of 
these proteins are related to the overall fitness of the symbiont. 
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3.7.2 Metabolic Pathway Participation Implementation 
By leveraging the proteins contained within the pan-genomic profile, a probability score 
can be calculated representing the likelihood that any one of these proteins contributes to a relevant 
pathway or protein-protein interaction network.  Calculation of this score begins with identifying 
pathways relevant to the potential symbiont.  This step involves dereferencing each of the proteins 
as returned by the pan-genomic profile for the symbiont from the Uniprot accession ID to a 
corresponding EC (enzyme commission) number.  This EC number represents an enzyme-
catalyzed reaction, and not the enzyme itself.  Since these reactions are key components within 
metabolic pathways, EC numbers are regularly used in related online databases, such as KEGG 
and MetaCyc.  Specifically, the entire pathway is typically represented as a finite-state machine 
since automata theory naturally describes metabolomics well.  Metabolites represent states within 
the state diagram, whereas enzymatic reactions represent state transitions.  As both of these 
attributes are often available for query by the database provider, EC numbers corresponding to 
each protein in the symbiont profile can be used to build a set of pathways utilized by the organism. 
Once these pathway finite-state machines have been collected, the algorithm iteratively 
processes each machine, enumerating each enzyme-reaction state transition.  For these reactions, 
each EC number corresponding to a host profile protein, and not a symbiont profile protein, 
indicate a metabolic pathway that cannot be completed without host biosynthesis.  The evidence 
for a potential endosymbiotic relationship can then be further strengthened in the case of genes 
present in the host that were likely the result of horizontal gene transfer from the bacteria. 
These established symbiont pathways may then be used as the basis for inferring the 
probability of an obligate relationship.  By enumerating each enzyme reaction within the pathway 
state machine, the corresponding protein can be dereferenced in reverse fashion to the operation 
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performed during pathway construction.  Though proteins hold a surjective relationship with EC 
numbers, and as such cannot be uniquely identified by this number alone, the set of possible 
proteins determined by the enzyme reaction can be filtered by species, resulting in a single protein. 
For each such protein, the corresponding gene ontology (GO) term can be obtained across 
three possible root domains: biological process, cellular component, and molecular function.  The 
ontology graph structure containing this GO term vertex may then be divided to form a subgraph 
whose root vertices effectively represent an abstracted, more generalized parent term.  Whereas 
the original GO term may be too specific in context to be utilized for inferring broad classes of 
function, these parent terms can instead be selected for more generalized functionality necessary 
for biological fitness.  In this manner, pathways completed by host proteins associated with 






4 PREPARATION AND DOWNSTREAM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
In addition to the capabilities of SymbioSearch, a variety of other preparation and 
downstream analysis tools were implemented to extend the functionality of PALADIN.  Each is 
designed in Python as a modular plugin within the “PALADIN-Plugins” package, a framework 
that provides API, parsing, caching, and user interfaces relevant to working with the PALADIN 
application and output data.  The PALADIN-Plugins framework also allows each plugin to be 
executed in a chained fashion, inherently providing pipeline processing. 
 
4.2 PALADIN Automation and Report Aggregation 
The automation plugin addresses sequence data provided as multiple files, typical to larger 
runs on NGS platforms.  The plugin implements a recursive search upon a target root directory, 
matching FASTA/FASTQ sequence files against a requested regex pattern.  For each matched file, 
a PALADIN alignment is executed using the prespecified reference and parameters.  Output 
filenames are automatically and systematically derived from the input filenames.  This reduces 
manual or scripting work necessary to quickly align a large batch of WMS data. 
The report aggregation plugin is designed to complement the automation plugin.  
Following the completion of multiple PALADIN alignments, the aggregation plugin merges both 
the SAM and TSV results of each separate run.  As the TSV report contains aggregated and 
normalized data, the aggregation plugin recalculates totals and percentages relative to all combined 
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reports.  This plugin also uses regular expression matching for determining which reports to 
include, allowing subsets of alignment runs to be aggregate when appropriate. 
 
4.3 Reference Declustering 
One effect of making use of the UniRef90 as a reference is an additional loss of taxonomic 
resolution, above the loss incurred inherently in protein space.  Specifically, as the UniRef90 
represents clusters within 90% identity, an alignment to a cluster representative sequence cannot 
guarantee higher than 90% confidence.  To mitigate this effect, the decluster plugin was developed, 
allowing for up to an additional 10% of accuracy.  The plugin takes the results of a first PALADIN 
alignment run, note each cluster that was the target of a hit, and then build a new reference file 
consisting of each individual sequence that falls within 90% similarity to the cluster representative 
sequence. 
Using the generated “declustered” reference, a second alignment pass may then be 
performed for additional accuracy by aligning to potentially better reference sequences.  The result 
of this second run functionally mirrors aligning to the Uniref100 (clusters with 100% identity) in 
reduced time.  This process is compatible with both the UniRef90 and UniRef50. 
 
4.4 Taxonomy and Difference Reporting 
Though PALADIN’s primary strength is building a functional characterization, the 
performance it exhibits provides an attractive option for taxonomic identification as well, even 
given the lower sensitivity provided by protein alignment.  Though the UniProt TSV file does 
provide basic information such as the species name, it does not provide the lineage nor any 
functionality dependent upon it.  Instead, the taxonomy plugin caches all lineage data associated 
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with each species, parses a requested TSV report, and groups results at different ranks, either by 
general level of rank (such as phylum), or by a particular rank (such as Firmicutes), reporting 
percent abundance for each.  These results may then be used directly for reporting, or as the basis 
for binning reads as a preparation step for metagenomic assembly.  
Since a large number of factors that can affect the quality and effectiveness of an alignment 
and the accompanying taxonomy report, such as parameter values, references, and translation 
tables utilized, it is necessary to understand the effect each has upon the final results.  This is an 
impossible task to perform manually in the face of millions of alignments with complex taxonomic 
representation.  The difference plugin addresses this, showing a breakdown of each relative change 
between two taxonomy reports, including shifts in abundances between particular ranks, or 
between mapped and unmapped. In its most verbose mode, the plugin can also report the effect of 
each individual read, which can be used by other tools for further analysis. 
 
4.5 Gene Ontology Reporting 
Using similar methodology to the taxonomy reporting plugin, the GO term reporting plugin 
aggregates the gene ontology information present across an entire UniProt report, and displays 
percent abundances for each GO term, allowing an overview functional characterization of the 
read set.  Other scripts can then be utilized to abstract GO terms to the degree desired for grouping 
by associated parent GO terms. 
 
4.6 High Performance Computing 
While PALADIN implements a multithreaded design that scales well to any number of 
cores, it does not internally utilize a message passing interface (MPI) or other inter-system 
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communication necessary for concurrent execution across multiple nodes, such as those found in 
HPC environments.  However, as aligning sequence reads offers an embarrassingly parallel 
workload, the HPC plugin wraps PALADIN to provide multi-node processing.  The first node 
associated with the job initially splits the input FASTA/FASTQ file into equally sized subgroups 
of reads, with one subgroup per desired compute node.  A separate alignment job is started per 
node for each of these subgroups.   The plugin then synchronizes between all nodes and awaits 
completion, before finally aggregating all results into a single output.  Since the HPC plugin 
utilizes the OpenMPI library for this functionality, it is also inherently compatible with all popular 
job queuing systems, such as Slurm (Slurm Workload Manager, 2017), TORQUE (Adaptive 
Computing, 2017), and SGE (Oracle Corporation, 2013).  This plugin will also deactivate itself if 
the presence of the OpenMPI library is not detected. 
 
4.7 Customized UniProt Reporting 
When UniProt reporting is enabled, PALADIN downloads data corresponding to 14 
different fields associated with each particular protein.  While these fields are commonly utilized 
for analysis and cover many scenarios, UniProt offers a large number of additional fields attached 
to each entry in the UniProt/UniRef database.  This optional information is especially useful in 
specialized pipelines, such as those focused on pathology, protein-protein interaction, or 3D 
structure.  The UniProt report plugin takes a SAM alignment file produced by PALADIN, and 
downloads a new UniProt TSV report, using the exact columns specified by the user.  It can also 
be used with default parameters to download the standard TSV report should the download step 
fail due to network or server issues during the original PALADIN alignment.  The number of 
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entries downloaded per batch and timeout values can be adjusted to optimize the process for the 








As demonstrated, PALADIN serves as a tool for accurate functional characterization of 
metagenomic samples that improves over existing nucleotide and protein alignment solutions, 
demonstrating an order-of-magnitude increase in speed when compared to the latter.  This 
significant improvement in efficiency affords researchers unprecedented opportunity to gain 
detailed and novel insight into microbial communities.  In addition to advantages in performance, 
PALDIN’s approach to alignment makes previously infeasible or difficult techniques much more 
accessible, such as filtering or binning reads for metagenomic assembly.  Of practical 
consideration, by basing the implementation upon a widely used alignment algorithm, reliability 
and usability are inherently increased, which promotes faster adoption and easier incorporation 
into existing bioinformatics pipelines. 
Of equal importance is the role PALADIN plays as an underlying framework for a variety 
of downstream analysis techniques.  This is most clearly demonstrated in the example of 
SymbioSearch, a tool for detecting obligate endosymbiotic relationships.  Through the use of pan-
genome profiles, SymbioSearch provides the ability to accurately predict gene lineage and recent 
genome reduction, processes necessary for predicting certain classes of obligate relationships. 
Though this underlying profile construction algorithm is not inherently dependent on metagenomic 
characterization, in practice, detecting potential endosymbionts provides additional valuable 
insight when analyzing hosted microbial communities, making SymbioSearch an excellent 
complement to PALADIN.   
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In addition to complex tools like SymbioSearch, the amount of information provided by 
PALADIN can easily be leveraged and focused using smaller, more modular tools, such as those 
within the PALADIN-plugins package.   Not only do these scripts provide a range of functionality, 
but also demonstrate how easily other users can craft their own scripts to incorporate PALADIN 
generated data into their own pipelines.  Overall, the PALADIN Suite represents a powerful 
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